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4) another area of growth for the u.s. is telecommunications. it's the internet, but not all of it. while the internet is taking over the world, much of it isn't yet being used in the united states. for example, americans have access to only about 12 percent of the world's internet--by using analog
dial-up lines and a microwave link to the public internet. but the technology that will be used to access the rest of the internet is already being developed. in the united states, companies are now using the same digital technology that is in the world wide web to build the so-called "next-
generation" telephone networks. even though the united states has the world's most heavily accessed internet, it ranks only 14th among the world's countries in telephone service. and more than 90 percent of u. households have no telephone service at all. the need for a new telephone
network is obvious. but whether we build the next-generation network is a controversial question. the next-generation networks will be more efficient and less costly. but the government has a number of concerns: security. most of the money for new telephone networks has traditionally

been earmarked for military uses. the u. department of defense uses the largest portion of the $78.8 billion earmarked for new telecommunications equipment. i am neither a user nor an app developer. my favorite website is wikipedia, so ive downloaded the android wikipedia app. ive used
some apps on my iphone, but generally i view the internet with the safari browser. ive paid for and downloaded music and movies, some of which have been free, on my iphone. ive also purchased books for my ipad. i have never paid for an app. i find apps to be more useful than websites for

performing the activities that i do. but for the most part, i dont use apps much. melissa chang, vice president of mobile products at electronic arts inc.; based in redwood city, california
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my belief is that, eventually, virtual worlds will evolve to have one consistent identity and when they do then what started with the web and called portals will become an
important part of life. these worlds will be less local and more global. virtual worlds will become more interesting than today, more intelligent. the first new definition of

education will be content creation. get the book, create a tutorial, write a wikipedia entry. people will be less interested in the book than in the online creation of the book.
the creation, the experimentation, the curiosity, the collaboration, the trust will be more important than the thing learned. the book will be the teaching tool rather than the

thing to be learned. in such a world a typical teacher will not do the actual teaching, but the world will automatically adapt to the teacher and draw the learning from the
teacher. the teacher becomes the learning. i am thinking of a world with no traditional universities, no sense of learning as being alone, no importance of books. the internet

will be the educational tool. marcia kleiner, ceo and co-founder of general magic; based in san jose, california incident reports emerged on cisco routers that had been
compromised by the nrpe vulnerability. cisco researchers, based on their investigations, believe that the hackers behind these incidents are both patriotic north koreans and
may be agents of north korean intelligence services. to the former, nrpe would be used to carry out north korean disinformation campaigns, which would be done to ensure

the safety of the kim family and the regime. to the latter, nrpe would be used to steal data on millions of networks to support more traditional espionage activities. with some
exceptions, the nrpe flaw is not likely to remain active in the cisco infrastructure until it is fixed. in mid-2014, cisco announced that the vulnerability had been patched on the

largest routers in its infrastructure, but it advised customers to take interim steps to protect themselves before the total fix could be implemented. 5ec8ef588b
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